
Nowadays the way many people interact with each other has changed because 
of technology.
In what ways has technology affected the types of relationships people make?
Has this become a positive or negative development?

with the gradual advent of technology, tremendous horizons of insights have 
been enlightened. Health, transportation, business and roughly every existent 
branch of life have faced the changes brought by this phenomenon. Despite all 
the above-mentioned issues, here this essay is going to discuss the impacts of 
technology on communications and its pros and cons.

Firstly, it is better to imagine life regardless of currently invented 
communication devices and networks. What is the obvious corollary is would be 
the previous exhausting interaction ways/styles. Days in which people could 
become informed of each other only through letters or at face times. The Latest 
achievements of technology in the field of telecommunication have resulted in 
the occurrence of worldwide networks. For instance, Facebook, Instagram and 
such cyber spaces are a number of prominent networks and have great benefits 
to both owners and users. Although the demerits of these advanced 
communication tools are undeniable, the benefits overweight outweigh the 
disadvantages.

For example, before the arrival of first apps, my uncle could not get in touch 
with his family from China, his work place. Not only did he have to travel to see 
his family several times a year but also he spent a great deal of money on his 
journeys. Now he can see and talk to them from a large distance only via Skype 
or such programs and feel less homesick.

Besides, handling huge expensive and time- and cost consuming processes have 
become easier. One of my friends applying for a PhD position in Canada, 
conducted all the registration procedure through the Internet, Email and Skype. 
If  these technological advancements had not been achieved, he would have lost 
his educational progress opportunity. 

To sum up, even though some claim the addiction to the results of 
communicational technology is threatening, I opine that we can remove the 
troubles by enough awareness. In my idea, the more developed technologicaly 
achievements, the more welfare and unstressed life. 


